In the black ediﬁce of the

Galgenbeck aCathedral
great ﬁre broke out.

The flames mercilessly consumed a thick layer of grime, revealing
golden painting frames, forgotten reliquaries and arcane tomes from
before the time of the Basilisks.
However, the cursed fire has continued blazing, burning the books to
ashes, while a stream of liquid gold has found its way to the sewers,
where it continues flowing and mixing with the city’s excrements.
Onlookers still gather, unsure whether to fight against the blaze and
save the temple, or to fan the flames and sate their avarice with molten
gold.

GM notes:
The fire was caused by a failed ritual, conducted deep
in the Cathedral’s dungeons by the Archpriestess. She
planned to use a fire demon as a sacrifice, but the
creature broke free and set out to exact revenge on his
oppressors - the citizens of Galgenbeck - first, and
humanity as a whole next.
The Seal of Abaddon - the only way of stopping the
beast has been stolen by the sewers’ denizens. Now
nothing stands in the demon’s way.
When finally put together, this artifact grants d6
armor against fire and reduces the wearer’s defense DR
to 8. It can also be thrown at the demon, dealing 3d6
damage and breaking apart again.
Accursed Inferno (Cathedral, Guardhouse): Entering
without protection against fire kills automatically.
Burning areas (other): d6 fire damage upon entering
Demon reaches the inn: underground methane deposits
that fuel the furnace explode in a cascade of hellfire.
The whole district is reduced to cinders by its blue
flames almost instantly. Heroes die. Burn this map.

Watchtower
On fire. Death upon entering.

Abandoned office of weights
and measurements

Cathedral

2d6 sp hidden in destroyed cabinets.
Entrance to area 7.

On fire. Death upon entering.

A mob of onlookers
DR16 Str test or be trampled to death by the crowd.

Ruins of an old tavern
Entrance to area 5, covered by rubble
Thieves’ guild password scribbled on a wall.
Stefan the Gargoyle (p. 67).

Ruins inhabited by wild burghers.

Ruined Villa

3x Scum (p. 59), waiting in an ambush.

Only the ground floor remains intact.
Collapsed roof.
Valet lives here.
Entrance to area 3 through a toilet.
D6 gold.

On the stairs: Düüblet - asbesto boxes vendor
HP 4 Morale 4
Arm Sells Boxes for 5 silver.
Used as a helmet, they reduce damage from fire by 1.

Valet
HP 12 Morale 8
-d2 gambeson
Crossbow d10
Shortsword d6

Hell Demon
HP 50 Morale –
Fiery crown -d6
Flaming scythe d10: DR10 Agi test or burn:
character loses 1 hp/round.

Molten gold trickles down to the
catacombs
Players can choose to:
Suffer 2d6 fire damage and gain 2d6 gp.
Make a DR12 Agi test and gain a random
occult treasure on success, or suffer a
horrible death on failure.

Cardinal’s secret archive

Gelatinous Cube

Goblin Hideout

Everything’s on fire.
D6 Fire damage upon entering.
DR12 Agi test = random sacred scroll.

blocks the corridor
feeds on rats
HP 30
Arm D4 pseudopod. On hit DR6 Agi test or
character is swallowed and receives
1 acid damage each round.
Panics when it detects fire and moves
down the corridor.

3D6 goblins, dead priests on roasts,
stuffed with gold.
Fragment of the Seal.

1.

2.

Jotna’s Marauders enter the dungeon. 3 Thugs + their
Commander. They stop at the sewers’ Inn.
Jotna
HP 10; Morale 8
Chainmail -d4; Flail d8
Thugs: 3 x prowler

Merchant Urm and his merry band of three knaves
enter the goblins’ lair and try to get further, hoping
to find gold.
Urm
HP 6; Morale 7
Leather -d2; Dagger d4
Knaves: 3 x scum P. 59

Fat bishop Torvul and his two cronies go down the
secret passage. They wait for the demon to leave, so
that they can reach the cathedral’s treasures.

Guardsmen:
Sergeant Hargha and her three
bootlickers.
If freed, they will help the players until
treasure is found. At this point they will
attack.
4 x Prowler p. 71.

Torvul
HP 12; Morale 5
Stole -d2; Staff d6
Fragment of the Seal

Thieves’ Guild Basement
6x skeleton (p. 62), friendly after
giving the password.
Entrance to area V.
Fragment of the Seal.

3.

Altar boys
HP 3; Morale 7
Stick d4

Flood of rats

Accountant Buchter

Inn

The canal is full of rodents fleeing into
the river.
Jump over - DR12 Agi or 2d6 bite damage,
reduced by armor as normal.

15 HP Morale Apron -d4
Counting and torture devices d8
Fragment of the Seal.

Innkeeper HPL
HP 20 Morale 9
Bar -d4
Crossbow d10

High Tide
A river of filth and refuse overflows into the sewers.
Every character in the main sewer canal must make a DR14 Str test or be knocked prone and a DR14 Toughness
test or suffer d2 poison damage.
Additionally, if the Hell Demon has already crossed the canal, he has no armor and his weapon loses its burning
property for the next 10 minutes.

Troll (P. 64), sleeping in the goblin treasury, awakens

4. and flees to the surface (area VIII)
5-6.

Move the Demon one area in the Inn’s direction. This
area now counts as burning. All doors and traps
disappear.

Roll a d6 every 15 minutes
or choose from the list
If you roll 1-4 twice, HIGH TIDE happens.

